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Where you can find Good mold companies/factories in China?

At RYD TOOLING we have been in plastic injection mold and molding field for more than 10 years. Today we would like to share with you the topic of **how to find reliable injection mold or molding companies in China**. Here are 7 suggestions to ensure that you only work with a factory that can meet your requirements:

1. **Get detailed quote sheet**: Ask the sales you are emailing with to send you a quote according to your design drawings or specific requirements. You will get several of quotes from mold companies, the offer sheet will give you the first effective impression. A stunning detailed quote sheet shows a great professional attitude. It’s not a good thing that the mold price is too low or too high, but you can talk further with someone who provided you quote sheet that impress you.

2. **Get references and check them out**: You can ask the sales who you are emailing with to providing you references of their customers or partners in US or Europe or near your region, so that you can contact for getting a reference. It’s a reasonable requirement that the mold supplier should definitely be able to provide you one or two references. You can set up a phone call to check them out. Sometimes you can get the customer’s testimonials from their website, could be reference too.

3. **Request documentation**: Ask your potential supplier if they can provide you documents related to their work procedure, quality control, material parameters, steel certificates, machines list and so on. Check if they are professional and reliable, get a feeling of how they work. If the supplier avoids this request or has no clue what you are talking about, don’t go any further.

4. **Know their capacity of manufacturing and quality control**: If your items require high precision or some special treatment, ask them related question or their professional opinion, check if they have the feasible facilities and scientific work program, or check if they have done some similar products. They don’t have to own all the advanced machines, if they have, the quote for your project must be very expensive. It is understandable that they do some outsourcing from their
partners, you don’t have to worry that they will charge you more, they can get a better price and they can help you to accomplish good quality.

5. **Note the quality:** When you ask for a sample or send someone to check the goods or display cases in their factory, check carefully. If a supplier is willing to send you a sample that has quality issues, then you will definitely not get what you are expecting when you place an order. Don’t accept the excuse like “This is just the sample, the mold and the mass production will be better a lot”.

6. **Visit with them when you get a chance:** If you are talking well with your potential suppliers on the internet, and you get a chance travelling to China, contact with them to see if you both have time for a visiting, better in their workshop. You will know more about their team, their management and how they work. Check their samples in display room, discuss with their engineers by studying your items. The other way of visiting is the exhibition/fair.

7. **Go with your gut:** One of our customers said to us: “I want to say if we can do this project and maybe more in future because you always were very quick to respond and I like this”, rapid response indicates that they are professional and efficient, they care about you, that is a good sign which you will mostly see a good vision when cooperate with them. If they are not providing exact answers, they are not going to work well with you.
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